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Abstract

The presented approach addresses a review on the overheating which occurs dur-

ing radiological examinations such as MRI and a series of thermal experiments

to determine the thermal suitable fabric material which should be used for ra-

diological gowns. Moreover, an automatic system for detecting and tracking of

the thermal fluctuation is presented. It applies HSV based kernelled k-means

clustering which initializes and controls the points which lie on the Region of

Interest (ROI) boundary. Afterwards a particle filter tracks the targeted ROI

during the video sequence independent to previous locations of the overheating

spots. The proposed approach was tested during some experiments and under

conditions very similar to those used during real radiology exams. Six subjects

have voluntarily participated in these experiments. To simulate the hot spots

occurring during the radiology, a controllable heat source was utilized near the

subjects body. The results indicate promising accuracy for the proposed ap-

proach to track the hot spots. Some approximations were used regarding the
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transmittance of the atmosphere and emissivity of the fabric could be neglected

because of the independency of the proposed approach for these parameters.

The approach can track the heating spots continuously and correctly, even for

moving subjects, and provides considerable robustness against motion artifact,

which usually occurs during most medical radiology procedures.

Keywords: Thermal image analysis, HSV unsupervised clustering, hot spot

detection, particle filter tracking.

1. Introduction

. The measurement of body temperature using non-invasive methods is a chal-

lenging task which involves many researchers in the thermography field itself.

Thermal instruments provide a powerful tool to avoid the invasive operations

which are inconvenient or uncomfortable for human subject. During radiolog-5

ical exposure, any external tools could cause artifacts in radiology images and

the procedure itself may represent a risk for the health of the patients. The

medical applications of thermography have recently expanded [1] and involve

various fields of medicine such as breast cancer [2, 3], dermatology [4, 5], avian

flu [6, 7], dentistry [8, 9], psychology [10], and prevention.10

Here the applications of thermography focus on medical prevention of burning

during a radiological examination. The sudden death of the infant syndrome

has been analyzed through the observation of the facial temperature increasing

[11, 12]. In most of the applications the image filtering is manually done or

analyzed by examining the images in the long intervals [13]. Moreover, it might15

be the essential to track the temperature due to the stationary location of the

subject during the acquisition [14] and the markers may not be required for aid

in tracking the body [15]. The current approach is motivated from a research

study on epilepsy [16] which tracks the body temperature for thermal monitor-

ing. The corresponding temperature attained by the averaging of pixel values20

from given images of the thermal camera was tracked during the examination.

The temperature in the field of view (FOV) might have slight changes over time
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in the video sequences, and is highly influenced while the subject is wearing the

radiological gown or cloth. An active contour can include the specified region

which comprises the area of the human patient and the possible heated spots25

on the mentioned region. However, a particle filter can track these spots for any

increases in the temperature.

This investigation began with a short review on burning and dermatological

effects described in next section. Afterward, an investigation to find a suit-

able radiology gown which can give a better thermal response (transmissivity)30

is described. Finally, a thermal image processing techniques for finding and

monitoring the thermal spots within the increasing temperature is provided. It

involves the authors as human subjects at the early version of this work [17] in

the experiments involving a comfort test and thermal spot detection.

2. Problem Statement35

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a medical radiology imaging system

used to visualize internal structures of the body. A MRI scanner is a device in

which the patient lies within a large, powerful magnet where the magnetic field

is used to align the magnetization of some atomic nuclei in the body, and radio

frequency magnetic fields are applied to systematically alter the alignment of40

this magnetization. This causes the nuclei to produce a rotating magnetic field

detectable by the scanner - and this information is recorded to construct an

image of the scanned area of the body. MRI provides good contrast between

the different soft tissues of the body which makes it useful particularly in imag-

ing of the brain, muscles, the heart, and cancers compared with other medical45

imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT) or X-rays. Unlike CT

scans or traditional X-rays, MRI does not use ionizing radiation. MRI is a

technique of medical radiology which is painless and avoids exposure to X-ray

radiation. MRI scanning involves no side effects for the human body. There is,

however, the issue of patients who have metallic materials in their body. Metal-50

lic materials, chips, foreign materials (i.e. prosthetic devices, artificial joints
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and metallic bone plates, pacemakers, etc) and surgical clips can significantly

influence the MRI image. Moreover, metal implants and heart pacemakers or

metal clips in or even around the eyes of patients cannot be scanned through

MRI due to the movement of metal objects in the magnetic field. This includes55

metallic ear implants, artificial heart valves, bullet fragments, insulin pumps

and even chemotherapy patients. Also, the claustrophobic sensation inside the

magnet coil of the MRI scanner would be uncomfortable for claustrophobic pa-

tients. There are some cases of joint pain (hip joint) and tenderness, rib cage

pain from fibrosing disease called Nephrogenic (Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis60

(NSF)). Several MRI patients have reported serious skin, muscle contracture,

tightening, swelling and stiffness.

Some problems could occur since the radiology instruments (e.g. MRI) are nor-

mally tuned for higher SAR so that when lower SAR scans are conducted, the

energy level could be too high which causes over-heating. For now, no proce-65

dure exists that enables the early detection of such body heating. The difficulty

arises in the fact that the patients body is covered by a gown so there is no

direct access to the skin to allow body temperature to be measured. Moreover,

it is not possible to insert a probe since all metal is prohibited on the scanned

body during the scan. These difficulties cannot overshadow the importance of70

radiology and medical imaging these instruments in medical diagnosis, their

minimal side-effects and precise accuracy (particularly for MRI). On the other

hand, the over-heating issue is clearly not acceptable under any circumstances.

The objective of this research is monitoring and assessing the overheating spots

using thermography images from the human subject during the radiology ex-75

amination. This will help to prevent any kind of burning sensation for patients

and assist the radiologist in his duty.
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3. Effects of MRI

Man-made and natural ionizing or non-ionizing radiations sources i.e. Elec-80

tric and Magnetic Field (EMF) are known to influence human life. One particu-

lar source of electromagnetic radiation affecting humans is the radiation medical

examinations. In 1987, the radiation in medical examinations was above the

natural amount, however this has changed since then [18, 19]. Diagnosis exami-

nation machine in the radiology, such as MRI, have became a significant reason85

of EMF pollution and the number of people who are under MRI exposure has

dramatically increased. The risk that electromagnetic and ionizing radiation

exposure represents for the environment and human health is not well docu-

mented and its effects for patient safety are not clear. Also due to the essential

advantages of MRI, this procedure has became much more common and in the90

biomedical area. Nowadays, the number of MRI machines available in clinics has

increased significantly and its utilization is highly recommended compared to the

high radiation exposure radiology machines such as X-ray and positron Emission

Tomography (PET). The genotoxic effects of MRI have been presented for the

first time by Simi et al. (2008) from a micronuclei (MN) induction perspective.95

There is an association with MN frequency by early carcinogenesis events which

is mentioned in the preliminary results [20]. There is no full confirmation for

health hazard factor from MRI. Also there is very shaded information regard-

ing genetic/biological effects and implication of health suggested via division

of two cells enough to eliminate lymphocyte MN may occur. Three kinds of100

different fields have been considered namely radiofrequency (RF), gradient MF

and static MF and their effects have been considered regarding the occupational

risk and safety of patients [21, 22, 23, 24]. Patient burning and focal heating

have been reported during clinical investigations utilizing MRI [25, 26, 27, 28].

These injuries mainly took place while there was a connection to some sort of105

device for physiological monitoring with skin contact by cable or monitoring

sensors [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. In addition, there were some reports regarding

hypersensitivity to EMF exposure for extended time periods however the lit-
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erature in this respect is still inadequate. Dermatological syndrome symptoms

are mentioned in literature including some objective symptoms (dryness and110

redness) and mainly subjective symptoms (burning, and itching) due to EMF

exposure. However, this investigation includes video display units but there is

a link among these devices [34]. In general, radio frequency (100 kHz-300GHz)

which is mainly applications in the mobile communication devices as well. To

measure the signal exposure on humans, they have defined a score which is called115

Specific Absorption Rates (SAR), in watts per kilogram (W/kg). For instance,

this value should not be above 2 W/kg for the human head according to the In-

ternational Commission on radiation of Non-ionizing protection (ICNIRP) [35].

The medical application of RF electromagnetic fields for diagnosis and thera-

peutic purposes in this category has two groups of applications. The first group120

applies for healing the soft tissues, heating the tissues and treatment of cancer

through hyperthermia [36] and the second group (MR included) involves uses

for generating the MR signal [37]. Three kinds of MF have been used within

MRI tests which produce three dimensional images [37].

1. High static MF for human body net magnetization;125

2. A gradient MF (100-1000Hz) allowing spatial reconstruction of tissue sec-

tions into images;

3. RF electromagnetic wave (10 to 400 MHz) which energizes the magnetization

vector and its detection by MRI scanner ad its conversion into MR images.

Various contrast levels follow the different physical and magnetic properties of130

biological tissues [37]. The highest risk is reported for patients using mechanical

devices such as prosthetic and biomedical implants due to movements and ro-

tational forces reasoned with the static field considering the distance and mass

size [24, 37]. The risks associated with the use of MRI machines came to light

following a tragic accident reported which led to the death of a six years old135

boy following on MRIscan, crushing the childs head when a metal oxygen tank

sped across the room, pulled by the strong magnet [38]. The thermal injury

accidents typically took place and were reported wherever there was a contact

with a cable and monitoring sensor [39, 40]. MRI scanning of the cardiovascular
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system involves potential hazards because of the existence of cardiac implants140

and devices (i.e. aortic stent grafts, coronary artery stents, implantable and

pacemakers, cardioverter-defribrillators, and heart valve prostheses). The po-

tential problems include possible dislodgement, dysfunction or movement of the

cardiac device in the MF field [41]. MRI is considered to be a safe technology

for medical imaging and radiology applications since it has an ability to change145

the atoms position without changing the composition and its properties which

ionizing radiations tend to do. In any safe interventions, there are inherent haz-

ards which must be considered. The aforementioned hazards can affect staff,

patients and any other persons in the MR environment [42, 43]. To estimate

the biological and dangerous effects linked with the MRI environment, many150

studies have been carried over the past thirty years which have produced many

controversial results. These studies are related to biological consequences of a

particular electromagnetic source during MRI. The recent findings for interac-

tions between the biological system and MRI (EMF) should be.

3.1. Burning155

Electromagnetic exposed to the patients considering time of this influence

especially inducing through absorption of multi-photon in straight exposure

[44]. The biological effects of exposure can be categorized in two groups: - Non-

thermal effects: interaction of tissues and MFs directly; - Thermal effects: via

tissue heating through electric currents induction; The studies on these effects160

principally occur from direct transfer of energy from the living system and

depend on the field of frequency [41]. The absorption of RF energy increases

the temperature of the tissues. The extent of temperature increase depend

on many parameters such as geometrical and electrical characteristics, time and

radiation frequency. One must note that the frequency of MRI scanning is tuned165

for high absorption in the patient body [35]. Some parts of human body are

more sensitive to heating since they do not have perfusions, and consequently

the existence of hot spots could be hazardous for the safety of patients [45,

46]. Furthermore, permanent cosmetics and tattoos on the skin with metallic
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pigments (i.e. iron oxide) may reacts or have adverse effects which could cause170

first or second degree burns on the body [47, 48, 49]. Dosimetric parameters are

usually employed as a standard of safety especially in absorption (using SAR)

[50]. It is not easy to measure the energy of on MR scanner during its functioning

so SAR represents a suitable factor for probable temperature increases. In

general, the MRI scanning machine tunes to the correct information of the175

patients body (i.e. SAR). This amount has always been monitored and must

not be above the standard limits which can be monitored by means of a scanning

machine. If this value crosses the limit threshold of MRI scanning radiation,

the scanning will be terminated automatically [50]. The recommended amount

of SAR for the whole body is 4 W/kg, which is approximately equivalent to an180

increase in scanning temperature of 0.6◦C for 20-30 minutes of scanning time

[51, 52]. If this recommendation is respected no hot spot will occur and the

SAR of the entire human body will be safely under the threshold limit [53, 54].

3.2. Analysis of vitro effects

Radiofrequency exposure and mammalian body cell genotoxicity, toxicity,185

and transformation has been reviewed in the literature for the vitro situation

(because of the cellular telecommunication telephones high RF field (900-1100

MHz)) [55]. It is noticeable that the energy which radiates from mobile tele-

phones is less to break bonds among the molecules and chemical bonds, whereas

there are some reports regarding aberrations of chromosomes, induction of mi-190

cronuclei in fibroblasts and DNA strand breaks [56] plus strand breaks in DNA

of embryonic stem cells due to increasing in the transient [57]. Some experiments

tried to evaluate the influences on the exposure of RFs into the micronuclei and

proliferation of cells for cultural peripheral blood lymphocytes, however no evi-

dence regarding tcytotoxicity and genotoxicity has been found [58]. Few studies195

have been conducted on the influences of RF frequencies on MR processes. How-

ever, the entire data analyzed on the mammalian cell cultures presents no cause

for any kind of genetic mutation or frequency aberration of chromosomes (or

frequencies exchange in sister chromatids) and the results mentioned that it
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is improbable that MR exposure be genotoxic [24, 59]. Some reasonable con-200

sistencies for endpoints in biological systems are attained in the treatment of

lymohocytes in humans [24]. This excludes thermal effects in the study [22]

by changing the temperature of the flask of liquid in the exposure which was

constantly below 1◦C which is below the risk level [60].

3.3. Analysis of vivo and ex vivo effects205

3.3.1. Mammals

Animal experimental studies were performed for reactions of thermoregula-

tion in the heating of tissues through MR frequencies. However, the body tem-

perature increased during the MR exposure within the experiment [41]. Due

to the difference in anatomical feature structures, biology, sensitivity of tissues210

and body size, the results obtained for the absorption of RF in experiments

conducted on animals cannot be extrapolated for the human body [43].

3.3.2. Humans

In the vitro experimental situation, studies were conducted regarding the215

effects of RF exposure and the frequency to determine if there is any probable

connection between cancer risk and RF exposure [24]. There are a few studies

regarding hypersensitivity to electromagnetic radiation involving non specific

symptoms which are self-reported (e.g. difficulties in concentration, fatigue and

headache) which suggests that they are not relevant to the exposure of RF [61].220

The first experiment which studied the thermal effects of magnetic resonance

imaging on human was conducted in 1985 [62]. Each subject was exposed to 4

W/kg SAR and the temperature changed with the physiology parameters. The

other studies involving volunteers have always variation in body temperature

below 0.6◦C and without any changes in blood flow, blood pressure and heart225

rate [63, 64]. Another, MR procedure study [65] involving an exposure of the

whole body to 6 W/kg SAR included controlled skin temperature, blood pres-

sure, saturated oxygen, heart rate and blood flow of skin. These parameters
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changed in very acceptable range considering the safety level. The summarized

evaluation of physiological effects for 2000 cases showed changes in the neural,230

endocrine, auditory, visual, immune, reproductive, developmental functions and

cardiovascular in high stage of disclosure of RF [41]. Particularly over-heating

in the eyes [45, 24] and gonads [64] via diminishing of the ability of dissipa-

tion of heat thus existence of the probable hot spots considering the mentioned

temperature was within the safety limit. It has been mentioned that MRI pro-235

cedures interact with biological tissues which could be hazardous for patients [?

]. In addition, accidents of burning through creation of hot spots in the pres-

ence of materials located near the patient, i.e. equipment used for monitoring

parameters of philological leads, have been reported. Especially the biomedical

implants which are used internally or activated electrically are at risk during240

MR exposure.

The general cure modality regarding liver cancer is inoperable through radiofre-

quency (RF) ablation. Skin burning is of increasing concern due to increasing

the capabilities of high power RF which creates larger ablation zones. The max-

imum temperature is due to the ablation zone which is determined by a MRI245

scanner [66] but no significant points regarding the burning issue have been

mentioned. The effect of 8 Tesla MRI and its disadvantages which is related to

influences of the electromagnetic radiation on the living tissues has been men-

tioned. This analysis presents a technique regarding the coil modification which

can be a cause of control coil width (gauge) and depth of image. This control250

the affects of the electromagnetic on the skin during medical Micro-coil MRI

scanning [67]. Burning of the skin under RF exposure ablation is more common;

however the high power generator of RF is able to generate the ablation zone for

tumor effects in new applications. The aim is to estimate the decrease in tem-

perature of skin using additional ground pads to the vivo-porcine model. The255

analysis follows the normal procedure for three pads located in the abdomen

of animals for thermal analysis. The experiment was exposure of thirteen RF

carried out for 12 minutes by two internally cooled clusters. Degree of burning

and rising in temperature inside the attached pads was determined under a T2-
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weighted MRI scanner. The results of this method revealed that the estimated260

temperature of ground pads are lower than the temperature which would lead

to skin burning [68].

Gayton et al. (2010) analyzed the surgical staples and removable suture mate-

rials on three pig-feet (five surgical staples repairs with 3-cm surgical incisions)

in the exposure of 1.5 Telsa MRI scanning machine for 35 minutes. The anal-265

ysis of skin temperature was measured along with the staple movement. Ther-

mal changes were evaluated being 14.60◦C to 18.20◦C (STD=0.70◦C) and no

changes occurred in the position of the staple. Also the new structure of the

medical lead for diminishing the scatter-field has been introduced. A consider-

able reduction of the electric-field has been observed which presented a solution270

for the problem of heating during MRI scanning and a reduction in effects for

medical implants in various frequencies of MRI [69] and MRI effects on the sur-

gical staples analyzed in [70]. The effects of the electric field at the cell level have

been numerically analyzed in cell culture. Thermal increments measured during

the exposure considering the 1◦C thermal threshold led to common biological275

effects. However, after exposure to pulse-modulation imitating an ultrahigh field

for MRI, the temperature increases did not trigger any threshold response.

3.3.3. 3D Analysis

For analysis of the human body temperature, a 3D thermal model of the280

body can be constructed during MRI exposure. By 3D analysis of the infrared

image, the thermal 3D model of the body allows the overheating points to be

detected. In this section, a brief review of 3D processing is presented. The

human body is a living organism which has changes in internal factors and ex-

ternal form and is constantly in motion. These variations involve many factors285

such as pose shifts, fluid distributions in the body, sway, respiration and occlu-

sion which create many limitations and difficulties in the topology of the body.

Scattering properties, skin pigmentation and especially the radiology gown are

considered as the limitations which create problems in accurate measurement.
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The use of infrared images helps to overcome the mentioned difficulties however290

infrared images have their own limits and barriers. An explanation of the indoor

thermal radiation environment in the human body has been analyzed through

3D modeling of the human body in some poses and situations [71].

A 3D X-ray microtomography image analysis of low density wood fiberboard

has been done. It used for the prediction and modeling of local densification295

with material behaviour and similarity under radiation exposure. However, the

type of radiation is different [72]. The study in 3D visualization of fiber is not

limited to this investigation and has been studied in greater detail (for exam-

ple [73]) which is not very relevant to topic. There is another application of

3D reconstruction using thermal images for detection of infection in the skin of300

patients. To avoid too much human body surface information which is not very

possible, there is an integration of 3D high resolution far-infrared FIR thermal

images and true color imaging of the body surface has been used for 3D struc-

tural binocular profilemeter [74]. The research on jet fuels toxicity concerning

skin damage measured by 900MHz skin microscopy has been done. The authors305

applied three-dimensional spatial visualization that can show the skin structure

and help draw conclusion regarding the toxicity [75].

Many medical image processing research studies have been done on 3D visu-

alization of limbs and tissues under MRI scanning. The structural anatomy

which has been considered by some 3D applications and registration can be310

summarized as including: vertebrae and Spin; Skull and brain (head); general,

hip joint, femur, tibia, knee joint (limbs); perineum, entire (pelvis); heart, ribs,

entire (thorax)[76]. Most of the research works on 3D (or even 2D) in biomedical

image analyzing consider the area in: patient motion tracking, patient position-

ing (radiotherapy), arteriovenous malformation (radio-surgery) , embolization,315

shunt angioplasty (vascular interventional radiology), neck, head, and spine,

procedures which are invasive (neuroradiology interventional), replacement of

hip and knee, total arthroplasty hip (orthopedic surgery), knee kinematics (kine-

matic study) with the benefits for radiosurgery and radiotherapy applications

[76]. However, the information covers many 3D medical applications and are320
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not considered as thermal applications. It gives valuable information regarding

3D (even 2D) analysis in medical image research. A 3D building construction

using Infrared thermography images and real images has been presented [77]

which is not categorized in medical image analysis but the idea is valuable in

terms of the potential applications.325

Applying an oriented scheme cubic for co-registration of the practical geometry

of medical parts of the human body using points and 3-plane has been pre-

sented based on localization properties and fusion of MR, CT and PET images

for creating a 3D model [68]. The model includes images fused across modal-

ities of PET+MR, CT+MR, PET+CT, MR+CT+PET and has been tested330

on patients for detectability of tumors with considerable results. However, no

thermal images or skin visualization was done. A very relevant research work

regarding 3D surface thermal image construction has been conducted for en-

ergy auditing which gives a 3D surface temperature model [78]. This work is

relevant however it was done for nonliving objects. Applying this technique for335

humans would make it a very useful system for relevant applications. Siewert

et al. (2014) present a method for the analysis of body temperature in pige

skinusing thermal infrared images. This approach has used the averaging value

of the temperature for both ROI (from two anatomical regions in IR images) to

overcome noise and its suppression [79].340

4. Proposed method for automatic detection and tracking of hot spots

The problem of burning during MRI has been introduced and reviewed in

the previous sections. This information leads to the possibility of using thermo-

graphic devices to create a system for the automatic detection and tracking of

overheated spots during radiology within the thermal video sequence. The pro-345

cess should begin with on initialization and then control possible points which

have overheated and which lie on the boundary of the ROI in every frame of

the thermal video stream. To find the ROI during the video, two methods have

been considered and will be explained in the coming sections below. The ROI
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Figure 1: Here the flowchart of the proposed approach for automatic tracking of overheated

regions.

is the initial step for the automatic particle filter tracker.350

4.1. Active-contour and Region of Interest(ROI)

Detection of thermal changes is the first step of the process to find the

ROI and high temperature in the thermal images. The process of finding the

thermal increases is completed by conducting an active contour on the intensity

(greyscale) thermal image. But before applying the active contour to select the355

ROI and provide the average of the intensity corresponding to the temperature

of the area, the particular amount of intensity must be selected. The blackbody

is used as a thermal reference in the entire experiments, to tune for the normal

temperature of a healthy human body. Considering that the transmittance

of the targeted object area and blackbody are the same, the intensity of both360

objects are very representative of the approximated temperature. The increment

starts from the temperature of the blackbody and it increases within the time

sequence. In every step of the sequence there is an update on the morphological
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profile (MP) of the algorithm. MP contains many morphological operations

such as dilating, eroding and filling operations which are used with the active365

contour and provide the ROI (ideally has a higher temperature). Intensity of

this area can update initial intensity assumption and initiates the particle filter.

4.2. Unsupervised Clustering in HSV

Another approach, which can be used to determine the ROI and is seemingly

more robust as compared with active contour, is the clustering of the thermal370

image obtained from the experiments. The main and first question which might

be asked is why to use the Hue Saturation Value (HSV) for unsupervised clus-

tering of the thermal image. The simple answer can be due to the separation of

luma, which contains the intensity information of the image, from chroma which

has the color information. It is more unlikely for the RGB color system which375

is normally used for the purposes of clustering. It is due to the reason that it

gives the robustness of removing shadows or lighting variations. In the RGB

color system, the implementation details regarding the color display are con-

cerned, however in HSV the actual color components are in the target. Thus,

RGB is more a computer treated way of the color to be shown and HSV is380

more look-like the capture of the components in the way that humans perceive

the color. The response (or resonation) of the human eye is only limited to

three main light frequencies and it is not surprisingly to red, green and blue,

which is not linear. It provides pure color to distinguish the response of the

retina combining three color component responses. Besides, the separation of385

luma and chroma provides a histogram construction or thresholding rules using

only saturation and hue. This works regardless of lighting changes in the value

channel and practical clustering gives reasonable efficiency. The unsupervised

clustering method used for the purpose of the project is K-means clustering.

It efficiently provides the ROI cluster from the thermal image which initiates390

the particle filter for tracking these regions in order to automatically detect and

monitor the hot spots [80].
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Figure 2: The temperature of the hand without being covered by fabric is shown at (a).

The fabric was covered the hand(b). The black-tape and the table where the experiment was

conducted(c). The blackbody was set for a particular temperature and the temperature before

and after covering the blackbody with the targeted fabric (d).

4.3. Particle filter

The hotspot detection looks easier as compared with tracking the hot spots

once the temperature updates and there is thermal expansion in the time. Track-395

ing the hot spots involves chasing hot spots on the body surface and being con-

fident that the ROI location will not be lost. A tracking algorithm needs to be

reasonably robust since a surface is rarely uniform.

This approach uses a particle filter tracker [81] to track and adapt to the track-

ing task (particle tracking also used many times in medical image analysis for400

example [82, 83, 84]). It provides a robust system to face the changes in ROI
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during the video sequences. The some assumptions considered for the tracking

algorithm are as follows:

- The analysis of the thermal tracking takes place in the grayscale images from

black to white having an intensity of 0 to 255 corresponding to the cold and hot405

range;

- The ROI is always in FOV of the thermal camera;

- Temperature of the ROI (subject) is higher than the surrounding environment;

- The temporary ROI does not have a particular shape and must to be adjusted

through the algorithm. However the thermal increases (level of intensity) is410

an unpredictable contour shape having an upward trend. The unpredictable

contour shape comprises the temporary occlusion and other unwilling external

factors which influence the radiological images e.g. motion artifact;

- the ROI is updated during the experiment (radiological field exposure) and

the temperature is updated by an upward trend to find the hot spots which are415

the cause of the burning in the subject.

Using a Bayesian method tracking algorithm, the particle filter works in the

time t and approximates the tracking recursively of the target by a finite set

of posterior distribution weighted samples. In general, particle filters are the

simulation class filters for the approximation of random variables recursively.420

Let αt|Yt = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) are the random variables and α1
t , . . . , α

M
t are par-

ticles having the discrete probability mass of π1
t , . . . , π

M
t . The discrete points

approximation of the variables shown by f(αt|Yt) and for πj
t are assumed to

be equal to 1/M which is the desired amount of M for the particles to approx-

imate the density of αt|Yt. It is noticeable that the particles are located in425

the ROI which is previously defined and incrementally updates throughout the

thermal experiment. The discrete support is used as the true density. It gives

an approximation for the density prediction by particle support and empirical

prediction:

f̂(αt+1|Yt) =

M∑
j=1

f̂(αt+1|αj
t )π

j
t (1)
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A mixture of echoes whiles the filtering proceeds and density. This provides the430

following,

f̂(αt+1|Yt+1) ∝ f̂(yt+1|αt+1)

M∑
j=1

f̂(αt+1|αj
t )π

j
t (2)

This is an approximation of the true density filtering. New particles produced

α1
t+1, . . . , α

M
t+1 with weights π1

t+1, . . . , π
M
t+1 and this iterates through the data.

This can include online tracking problems and an estimate of the one-step-ahead

density f(yt+1|Yt). It is relevant to updates of the ROI and the spreading of435

hot spots within the radiological exposure and is given in [80, 81].

5. Experimental and Simulation Results

This approach proposed a method for the detection of heating spots dur-

ing the radiological examination using an infrared imaging system. The main

part relates to computer system modification and simulation on image analysis.440

However, there is an important issue within involves selecting a suitable radiol-

ogy gown that has a reasonable thermal property (particularly transmittance).

The following section provides some information explained regarding the exper-

iments conducted for some candidate fabric materials, experimental setup, and

infrared image acquisitions. The results of proposed approach are then revealed445

by the analysis of the targeted fabric in the model situation for benchmarking.

The experimental results reveal the effectiveness of the proposed method and

relatively good property of the selected fabric.

5.1. Thermal properties of the fabric

Thermal properties of the fabric materials which are used as a gown during450

the test seem essential and need to be considered. There is extensive literature

regarding different materials and their thermal properties such as emissivity and

transmissivity. For instant, one of them presented by Ohman 1982, approached

emissivity finding the sophisticated practical way by gathering the radiations of

object, reflection and atmosphere [82].455

Śo = εoτoSo + τo(1− εo)Sa + (1− τo)Satm (3)
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= object+ reflected+ atmosphere (4)

Where εo, τo are emissivity and transmissivity of the object. To convert this

relationship from radiation into thermal value, I, the S must be replaced with

I/C that C is an empirical instrument factor [82].

Ío = εoτoIo + τo(1− εo)Iao + (1− τo)Iatm (5)

460

Ír = εrτrSr + τr(1− εr)Iar + (1− τr)Satm (6)

Where Iao and Iar refer to the surroundings of the object and reference re-

spectively. The thermal difference increase is measured by ∆ior = Ío − Ír In

a practical measurement situation, it is assumed that the object and reference

are placed close together. Therefore τr = τo = τ and Iao = Iar = Ia and the

thermal values of the object considering the assumption is as follows [85]:465

εo =
∆ior + εrτ(Ir − Ia)

τ(Io − Ia)
(7)

The thermal values of the blackbody (calibration function at source tempera-

ture) are expressed by radiation terms. Depending on the instrument design

and principle of measurement used in the actual situation the formula can be

changed. Direct measurement has the great advantage that it does not require

the reference. Here, a TEFLON taper has been used (as reference) but due to470

ease the calculation of the reference which has been eliminated and directed the

measurement but considering all required approximations applied. Moreover,

the transmittance estimation is the most important thermal parameter in this

calculation (to evaluate the temperature of the patient body). The difference

between the object real temperatures (in this case blackbody) and observed by475

a thermal camera is represented as the transmittance factor.

5.2. Experimental setup

The experiments were conducted in the normal room temperature. JENOPTIK-

IR and FLIR cameras have been used for the infrared images acquisition due to
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the similarity of JENOPTIK to FLIR at the wavelength (7.5µm < λ < 13µm)480

with the real experimental situation. A computer (CPU i7) has been used to

gather the data from the camera. The possible fabric has been used based on the

mentioned information for the calculation of the thermal properties. There is a

possible fabric material considered as targeted in front of the IR camera. Behind

the fabric the blackbody is located for particular temperature (normally around485

the body temperature). If the method follows the mentioned approach for the

calculation, there will be a colour painted on the fabric or a TEFLON tape is

used which is both representative of the known emissivity materials (reference in

material). The experimental setup was arranged for convenience of estimation

in the mentioned parameters. The most necessary property of thermal visibility490

of fabrics which is required for the radiology gown is the transmissivity and it

is apparently essential to be taken into the account. Some temperature points

are required for emissivity calculations using the described method shown in

figure 3. For a quick and reasonable emissivity approximation, a suggestion

involves placing the fabric on the top of the uniform temperature surface and495

measuring the temperature of spots before and after putting the fabric on the

surface. It is essential to measure the temperature crossed from the fabric in

equilibrium and stable temperature. This means that after placing the mate-

rial on the top of the surface, the temperature must be uniformly distributed.

It must be measured once the temperature of the fabric becomes stable. To500

calculate the transmissivity one proceeds the same way, but for transmissivity

seeing thermally through the fabric is necessary. For the fabric transmissivity

estimation, the temperature of the object without and with a fabric covering

has been measured. For instant, shown in figure 2, the temperature of the hand

with and without the fabric: SP1 = 34.6◦C, SP2 = 34.2◦C, SP3 = 33.3◦C. The505

average temperature of the hand is:

SP1 + SP2 + SP3

3
=

34.6 + 34.2 + 33.3

3
= 34.04◦C (8)
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Figure 3: The experimental setup (b) of one of the several tests with some thermal images

taken from transmissivity of the fabrics (a, d-g) and finding the ROI using the active con-

tours(c) shown.

Then the temperature of the hand after being covered by the fabric which is

shown by SP3 in the second figure SP3 = 28.3◦C.

τ =
ObjectTemperatureAfterCoveringbyFabric

ObjectTemperatureWithoutBeingCovered
(9)

Transmissivity(τ) =
28.3

34.04
= 0.83 (10)

The 0.83 represents the fabric transmissivity which in this case is a denim fabric.510

To find a relatively suitable fabric, more than 40 different and possible fabrics

have been tested to find better transmissivity for the application. Table 1 shows

a list of the fabrics which have been tested to select a better choice of the fabric

for the radiology gown. The camera was almost in front of the blackbody
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Table 1: Table represents fabrics which have been tested.

having on almost zero angle which provides a perpendicular situation for the515

test. However, all the calculations have been carried out, applying the analysis

techniques in the normal situation experiment. But in general the transmissivity

calculation in the perpendicular position provides a reasonable benchmarking

criterion. As shown in figure 2, figure 3 and table 1, the temperature of the

blackbody was 31.3◦C. This temperature was used in the calculation of the520

transmissivity. The calculation of the fabric transmittance is shown in Table 1.
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5.3. Experiment on the hot spots tracking

The aforementioned analyses for finding the suitable fabric was done to find

a suitable radiology gown. It provides more reliable thermal and machine vision525

properties to observe the hot spots and prevent possible burning during the ex-

amination. The procedure of the experiment was conducted to closely resemble

the position of the patients during the radiology tests. The experiment was

carried out on six participants (the participants were researchers and authors

of the article [17]). The temperature was slightly lower than room temperature530

so go to more closely resemble the condition in an actual radiology room. Each

participant wore the gown made with the selected fabric and lay down on the

bed used for the experiment. The IR-camera is located in front of the bed and

the distance of the camera and its angle was very similar to the actual situation

in a radiology room. The duration of every experiment was approximately 11535

minutes and JENOPTIK and FLIR cameras recorded the thermal variations.

To simulate the hot spots in the human body, a controllable heating source

was used. The heater temperature was set before the acquisition began to the

targeted temperature which leads to a sensation of heat or burning. For this

purpose, skin physiological information is needed that contains many param-540

eters involved in the burning. However, for simplicity of the implementation

the heat temperature has been chosen around 55◦C. The blackbody also has

been utilized as a reference and has been set for the temperature of the human

body in the normal situation. The blackbody was located next to the bed and

in front of the IR camera (in the FOV). The controllable heater took several545

minutes to reach the required temperature and during this time all the ther-

mal variations were recorded by IR-camera. The heater is located closed to the

subject and the movements of the subject were minimal to resemble the real

conditions as closely as possible. The experiment also involved the gown which

is currently used for the radiology patients and which gives a lower thermal550

response (low transmissivity) as compared with the proposed gown. Figure 4

reveals the images of a subject during the experiment.
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Figure 4: The experiments conducted for fabric transmissivity have been shown (c-f). The

test for simulating the radiology test (a), thermal videos of the subjects shown in (b).

5.4. Results of the tracking

In this section, the results of the proposed tracking approach are presented.

After solving the problem of the transmissivity of the gown, the proposed ap-555

proach was applied to the real situation of the thermal video sequence to locate

the hot spots. The k-means cluster was applied to find ROI which contains the

human body region with a thermally higher intensity as a foreground, compared

with the background with the lower temperature. As the k-means clustering is
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Figure 5: The results of the clustering for different clusters have been shown(b-d). The

image at upper-left side reveals the original IR image taken with FLIR. The upper-right side

and lower-left images show the human subject in different clusters. However, selecting the

whole human body in the IR-image involves the system into several unnecessary morphological

operations but it is a suitable technique for tracking the whole human subject. The lower-right

side image represents the ROI to be tracked and monitored within the exposure of radiological

beams(d). The last image reveals the particles while they are tracking the hot spots (d).
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an unsupervised learning procedure, there was no training set used for the ap-560

proach. The thermal video sequence was 30 frames per second which is high

for the actual purpose of the approach. This is due to the slow process of the

thermal variations during radiology examinations. Due to the mentioned fact

and having the faster process of the purposed method, the system considered

every second as one thermal frame processed. The sampling could be lesser, but565

applying the particle filter required stepwise variations to have a more efficient

tracking. The size of thermal images for every frame included 560*640 pixels

with a false color to improve the heat discrimination. The clustering provided

the targeted ROI corresponding to the hot spots. These regions are given to

the Particle filter for initiation and tracking within the test. The particle cre-570

ated for tracking the hot spots are spread throughout the human subject which

gave possible points of over-heating. The particles concentrations represented

the higher and more stable hot spots that were constantly tracked by the parti-

cles and provided the accurate detection within the thermal images. The other

unstable hot points were not continuously tracked by the particles and thus de-575

tection temporarily vanished during the sequences. Figure 5 reveals the images

taken during the particle tracking in the IR images. The approach responded

well on the subjects during the laboratory simulated radiological exam and the

hot spots were correctly tracked during the thermal video sequences. This rep-

resents the efficiency of the approach in tracking of the thermal changes within580

the actual situation.

6. Discussion

The proposed study presented a short review for the investigation regarding

the possible overheating which occurs in the radiology examination particularly

in smaller body patients or those having any external risk (e.g. tattoo). In585

general, radiological machines are safely made for medical scanning. However,

the malfunctioning or possible mistakes in their adjustment (i.e. problem for

setting the parameters of the machines such as SAR) may create the aforemen-
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tioned problems. The application of thermal analysis and imaging along with

machine learning provided a promising system for the detection and tracking590

of any overheating which occurs during the test. The approach focuses on con-

tinuous and automatic detection, monitoring and tracking of the overheating

and the core temperature fluctuations on the human body. These hot spots are

the points that have a high possibility for burning and physiologically have a

higher possibility to be burned which represents the higher temperature regions595

which must be tracked and monitored during the examination to prevent po-

tential burning. The previous relevant approach [86] gave a valuable particle

filter tracking paradigm to select pixels having a high temperature for a moving

object. Here an automatic clustering technique provided a thermal selection

and tracking using a particle filter. The difference between these approaches is600

related to the moving subject and unpredictable hot spots during the radiology.

It is noticeable that the approach has the ability to track the unpredictable

hot spots in the moving subjects but considering the definition of the project

seems unnecessary. However, it provides a significant robustness against mo-

tion artifacts that occur during the exam. This is due to a powerful clustering605

technique for segmenting the ROI in thermal video streams (in each frame per

second). The approach considered that each pixel of the thermal image during

a thermographical measurement provides the approximated temperature of the

body surface. There is an approximation regarding the atmospheric transmit-

tance between the camera and the subject which can be estimated by using the610

blackbody in the experiment (or controllable known thermal spots in the real

situation). Though, this estimation is an approximation of the real transmit-

tance of the atmosphere that is related to the distance of the thermal camera

and the subject hot spot points (and many other neglected parameters that

can be considered). Moreover, the emissivity of the targeted fabric is also an-615

other factor of this estimation. The proposed approach gave the possibility of

the tracking hot spots unrelated to the actual temperature which is a function

of the temperature scale. The approximation of the hot spots to provide the

initialization and control points which lie under the boundary of ROI as the
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temperature measured in the frame gives the possibility to track the hot area620

on entire video stream.

7. Conclusion

The presented approach addressed a review on the overheating which occurs

during radiological examinations such as MRI and a series of thermal experi-

ments to find the thermal suitable fabric would can be used as a radiological625

gown. An automatic system for the detection and tracking of the thermal fluctu-

ations has been proposed as well. It applied HSV based kernelled k-means clus-

tering which initialized and controlled the points which lie on the ROI boundary.

Afterwards, a particle filter tracked the targeted ROI during the video sequence.

The proposed approach has been tested during some experiments which closely630

resemble real radiology examination. Six subjects voluntarily participated on

these experiments. To simulate the hot spots occurring during the radiology

a controllable heating source was used near the subjects body. The results in-

dicated promising accuracy for the proposed approach for tracking of the hot

spots. However, some approximations were used regarding the neglected atmo-635

spheric transmittance of the fabric emissivity because of the independency of

the proposed approach for these parameters. The approach can continuously

and correctly track the heating spots. It provided substantial robustness related

to the motion artifacts which occur during the medical radiology. Future work

will involve more experiments to provide more concrete outcome to increase the640

confidence regarding the method for real examinations. Other topics which will

be addressed include the estimation of the overheating even for the parts which

are not in the FOV of thermal camera or internal burning which also requires

further research.
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